College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS)

James R. Laidler – Biology (CLEE)


Eva Thanheiser – Mathematics

http://www.cimt.plymouth.ac.uk/journal/thanheiser.pdf


Nilesh Vaidya – Chemistry


Sharon Carstens – Anthropology

Sue Lurie – Environmental Science and Management


Susan E. Kirtley – English


Max Nielsen-Pincus – Environmental Science and Management


Timm Menke – World Languages and Literatures


Yasmeen Hanoosh – World Languages and Literatures


Mark Sytsma – Environmental Sciences


Jonathan Fink – Geology


Nina Spiegel – Judicial Studies


Kenneth Ames – Anthropology


Donald Truxillo – Industrial/Organizational Psychology


Todd Bodner – Quantitative Psychology


Barbara Tint – Conflict Resolution


Mary Zinkin – Conflict Resolution


Catherine Dayger – Biology

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yhbeh.2013.09.003

Deborah Lutterschmidt – Biology
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yhbeh.2013.09.003


**Sally McWilliams – Women, Gender & Sexuality Studies**


**Eva Loudermilk – Environmental Science and Management**


**Robert Scheller – Environmental Science and Management**


**Dirgham Sbait – World Languages and Literatures**

Sbait, D., “’Ataba’ [ataba], definition of the popular genre of extemporized-sung folk poetry of Palestinian and Lebanese poet singers; an entry”. *Encyclopedia of Islam Three.* March 2013

**Cynthia Mohr – Psychology**

Debi Brannan – Psychology


Laurie Jacobs – Psychology


Robert Wright – Psychology


Eva Nunez – World Languages and Literatures


Joana Tasi – World Languages and Literatures


Nguyen Mau Nam – Mathematics


Gerardo Lafferiere – Mathematics

Maseeh College of Engineering & Computer Science (MCECS)

Mark Weislogel – Mechanical Engineering


College Of The Arts (COTA)

Dustin Morrow – Theatre and Film


Ron Babcock – Music


Graduate School of Education (GSE)

Rick Johnson – Counselor Education

School of Social Work (SSW)

Thomas Keller – Sociology


School of Business Administration (SBA)

Ted Khoury – Management and Strategy


Brian Bolton – Finance


**Dan Rodgers – Finance**


**Tayla Bauer – Management**


**Berrin Erdogan – Management**


**Meiru Liu – Internal Management**

Lihong Qian – Management and Strategy


Lauren Beitelspacher – Marketing


H. Thomas Johnson – Accounting

Johnson, H. T., “Lean Dilemma: Choose System Principles or Management Accounting Controls, Not Both.” FSR Forum. Accepted April 2013.

Mellie Pullman – Supply chain Management and Logistics


Lauren Simon – Organizational Behavior, Human Resource Management


Pete Tashman – Management, Strategy


Julia Freybote – Real Estate Finance


College of Urban & Public Affairs (CUPA)

Masami Nishishiba – Public Administration

http://www.sagepub.com/books/Book237346?course=Course9&sortBy=defaultPubDate%20desc&fs=1

Matthew Jones – Public Administration

http://www.sagepub.com/books/Book237346?course=Course9&sortBy=defaultPubDate%20desc&fs=1

Mariah Kraner – Public Administration

http://www.sagepub.com/books/Book237346?course=Course9&sortBy=defaultPubDate%20desc&fs=1